. Our approach allows for training a neural network to temporally align two videos captured in different environment settings. Learning to embed each frame into a feature space -independent from factors like weather, traffic or seasons -is done without human annotations. Starting with trivial information and reviewing it's own performance, new complex training data is automatically generated.
Introduction
Temporal video alignment (synchronization) enables various applications such as video stitching for creating panoramic videos [2] , merging multiple takes of a scene into a single video [25] , automatic summarization of videos [23] , HDR video generation [19] , vehicle detection for advanced driver assistance systems [12] , video matting [26] , frame dropping prevention [24] and video-copy detection [6] . These algorithms are heavily dependent on a robust and accurate temporal alignment of video-frames between multiple videos, i.e. a dense frame-to-frame mapping for each time step in the involved videos with consistency along the time dimension.
Aligning videos manually using a video editing software is usually done by letting the user specify the start and end points of video parts represented as "draggable" bars on a global time-line. These approaches rise a trade-off between extensive error-prone human interaction and accuracy. One way to automate the process would be to record synchronization signals such as Longitudinal Time Codes, genlock, GPS data or a landmark-based audio fingerprinting [8] during acquisition. Solutions based on this kind of additional data, are as accurate as the device which registered the data, e.g. GPS has a common precision of three meters [1] , besides the limitation to out-door scenes. In many real-world applications these explicit synchronization signals are not available as most consumer cameras only encode the creation date of the video file within the meta-data.
While previous methods allow accurate video alignment on videos pairs with the same appearance, they are not feasible for large-scale settings which requires highly efficient algorithms under much weaker assumptions. In our setting we deal with video content of 260 hours length recorded from a dash cam during car journeys. It contains mostly the same locations under drastic appearance changes without any explicit knowledge about which frames and even videos do match or not.
Therefore, we propose a novel approach which is based on directly learning a robust content-based similarity metric by a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Notably, in contrast to most supervised deep-learning methods ours does not require manual annotations as it utilizes temporal consistency constraints.
The main contribution of this paper are:
-First large-scale approach for video synchronization, in terms of dataset size and duration of videos. -A novel learning-based method for robustly matching video frames from different videos under varying situations without any annotation or synchronization signal. -A robust identification and computation of a matching tour for partially overlapping video pairs and automatically detected start and end points of the matching tour. -A video query approach that involves temporal consistency of the scene.
Related Work
The process of video alignment holds a natural relation to image alignment which was addressed by several studies [7] , e.g. using stereo correspondence estimation [27] or robust pixel descriptors [22] . In contrast to the image alignment problem, for matching video frames besides much larger amount of data several additional challenges like egoand object-motion, changes of the view angle and illumination arise. While minor alignment errors would not be visible in vanilla image alignment, they become notable when replaying both videos synchronously.
Basic video alignment is commonly used in the field of human action retrieval or surveillance motion capture. Hereby, finding similarities of human actions in videos are based on dynamic time warping of various sensor features to track the human skeleton [38] . Recently, Bazin et al. introduced ActionSnapping [3] , which focus on synchronizing actions performed by humans such as weightlifting, baseball pitching or dancing assuming a static background scene.
Most approaches for spatio-temporal video alignment [21, 34, 29] assuming a linear temporal correspondence. Others [9, 30] adress multi-sensor alignment of motion and actions in videos requiring only a constant time shift between successive frames. Sand and Teller [26] compute a matching-likelihood of 3D motion to match videos. A non-linear solution was proposed by Wang et al. [33] based on a matching histogram of SIFT features using nearest neighbour search. Hereby, the search space increase Figure 2 . The 100-th frame from 9 random videos in our dataset, covering the high diversity of different lightning and weather conditions from dusk, bright sunshine to night-time and snow. Notice, the blurred image caused by rain drops.
with the length of a video sequence. In terms of application the most similar work to ours is from Evangelidis et al. [13, 14] , which allows for sub-frame accurate alignments of at most one minute video snippets under negligible appearance changes on rather simple street scenes.
Learning similarities by training neural networks was done previously for signature verification [5] , face recognition [10, 31] and comparing image patches [37] for depth estimation relying on datasets with extensive human annotations and reliable ground-truth data.
Our Method
We propose to directly learn a content-based similarity metric between video frames from a convolutional neural network (CNN) mimicking human learning by employing curriculum learning [4] . This gives several advantages such as fast matching computation, a generic approach allowing wide applications, robustness against seasonal effects and it makes labels superfluous for training.
After initially predicting video-frame similarities when training on trivial training data, the algorithm is reflecting its own performance by judging temporal consistency of these predictions. As there is "no free lunch" in supervised machine learning, the aquired additional temporal information helps to automatically discover more diverse and complex training data, for further training. There is no human annotation at all.
Dataset
The underlying dataset comprises of 602 full-HD, 30FPS stereo-videos (1.8 TB of raw data) capturing 260 hours of commuters' car journeys on partially overlapping routes between April 2012 and March 2013 and spanning over approximately 16, 000km. The videos were captured using a GoPro Hero 2 camera mounted on the dashboard before every journey. Annotating video pairs from this dataset by hand is infeasible due to the sparsity of frame-pair matches.
The acquired videos feature both rural landscapes and urban scenes over a year under varying traffic conditions, i.e., temporary road works, rush hour congestions, etc., and diverse weather conditions, i.e., clear skies, snowfall, rain, and seasonal environment appearance, i.e., effects of vegetation as well as different daytime illuminations (compare Figure 2) .
Additionally, the videos mostly show journeys between the same two cities but still have a variation in start and end locations and the actual roads driven. The temporal alignment of the videos thus poses a further challenge when trying to match stationary situations like waiting in traffic during rush hour with a video showing little traffic.
The enormous range of possible variations in video content which also suffers from a noisy acquisition (e.g. different viewing angles, wipers, raindrops, camera transformation, etc.) requires context understanding of the entire scene rather than a simple local feature matching like histogram based methods [33, 3, 14] . Moreover, the videos might show interrupted content, e.g. when the lens is cleaned or remounted during recording.
Algorithm
For the sake of simplicity we only describe the synchronization of video pairs (X, Y ) from a collection of videos V. The further extension of this method to multiple videos is straightforward. Further we assume a pairwise partial overlap, i.e. video X should contain some frames, which are similar to frames of video Y -without knowing the exact frames. We will later describe how to detect those video pairs.
Here, we shortly outline the iterative learning approach to motivate the specific steps before providing more details regarding the actual implementation. The algorithm consists of two phases: the learning phase and the labelgeneration phase.
Learning-Phase Any possible frame-pair (x, y) from two videos X, Y is either similar (ℓ = 1) or different (ℓ = 0). During this phase, we train a convolutional neural network using a believed label ℓ to predict a similarity distance
for all frames x, y with embeddings Φ x , Φ y . The distance δ(Φ x , Φ y ) should be small if and only if the given framepair (x, y) is labeled as similar. However, for learning δ by a neural network labeled training data is required. Gathering reliable labels ℓ is done within the next phase.
Label-Generation Phase This phase automatically harvests new training data for subsequent learning phases by judging its own performance so far and by propagating information between videos and frames. For this phase we only assume δ to be known dropping all knowledge about previous labels ℓ. Now, for each pair of videos (X, Y ) Figure 3 . Segments of the computed similarity matrices from the first iteration in our training process (upper row) for video chunks of only 150 seconds length. As they contain highly correlated entries, directly applying Dijkstra's algorithm would fail. After the de-correlation (middle row) cost matrices finding a path (last row) is significantly robuster.
with N X and N Y frames, respectively, a cost matrix C ∈ R NX ×NY + of non-negative entries can be computed by
containing all pair-wise distances of frames. Due to the continuous nature of videos nearby frame-pairs (x ′ , y ′ ) should also match when (x, y) is correctly predicted as similar. Using a modified version of Dijkstra's algorithm, we get a temporal alignment of the videos, i.e. a path through C with minimal matching costs. The post-processing of the accompanying costs in C are illustrated in Figure 3 . Hence, the visible path in Figure 3 only contains genuine similar frame-pairs. All other frame-pairs are not matching pairs due to temporal inconsistency, even in the case they are predicted as similar from the network. This distinction between frame-pairs on the path (x, y, ℓ = 1) and besides the path (x, y, ℓ = 0) is gathered as new training data. This temporal consistency adds frame-matches to our training data set although they are initially predicted as not similar.
Alternating both phases in an iterative fashion yields a robust algorithm for aligning seasonal videos without any human intervention. To resolve the chicken-egg problem between knowing δ or ℓ, the iteration starts with trivial examples to train δ: each video frame matched against its neighboring frames. It gets more complex through comparing different videos, which ends in learning a robust similarity distance.
Implementation
Throughout this section, we explain the steps in the algorithm in more detail. We use TensorFlow for our prototype Figure 4 . Let (a, p, n) be a frame-triplet with embeddings (Φa, Φp, Φn) produced by the CNN f (θ) . During training, the CNN is optimized to embed positive frames p close to the anchor point a, while negative frames n are pulled away from the anchor point, if the distance is smaller than a margin m.
implementation.
Model Design
We trained a CNN [20] to directly predict the similarity δ(·, ·) by the euclidean distance δ(x, y) = Φ x − Φ y 2 between high-dimensional descriptors Φ i of frames i by learning parameters θ in
for network layers F with additional L2 normalization to all parameters. We add a projection from the pool5 layer creating a 1000-dimensional descriptor for each frame. As CNNs tend to learn edge filters in early layers, we used a pre-trained version of ResNet as initialization. Each parameter θ in the last two of four ResNet-blocks is updated by stochastic gradient descent with initial learning rate 10 −3 which is divided by 10 when the error plateaus. It is important to constrain this embedding to live on the d-dimensional hypersphere, i.e. Φ i 2 = 1.
Learning Phase
During this phase (compare Section 3.2) the neural network trusts its own produced training data triplets (a, p, n) with one anchor frame a, a matching positive frame p for a and a dissimilar frame n. It tweaks all trainable parameters accordingly to produce embeddings Φ which optimize similarity δ as an Euclidean distance.
We use the triplet neural network approach [16] to efficiently train a concept of similarity which generalizes to unseen examples. One advantage over the Siamese approach [5] is that it accounts for a noisy acquisition of labels relying only on relative distances instead of labeling each frame-pair perfectly. This helps training the model, especially during the first iterations, when some pairs (a, p) are considered as similar, though there might be a better matching frame p ′ . We embed each frame of the triplet using the same parameters. The embedding vectors of frames are then used to compute the gradients wrt. θ minimizing the triplet loss function
for some margin m ∈ R. The first term penalizes similar frame-pairs (a, p) with embeddings that are too far away from each other. The latter penalizes negative frame-pairs (a, n) if they are too close to each other (closer than some margin m which is set to 0.5), see Figure 4 .
Label-Generation Phase
The second part of our approach is dedicated to let the algorithm automatically judge the quality of its predictions, i.e., rejecting implausible frame matches even when they are predicted as similar by our neural network. This step essentially introduces the time dimension into the algorithm, yielding a full synchronization of the processed videos. It also acts as a filtering algorithm for the data, removing mislabeled pairs and thus providing more reliable training data for the next training phase. The robustness of this step of gathering new high quality training data has high impact on the overall performance of our approach. This contains a trade-off between exclusively extracting reliable, correct predictions and exploring new frame-pairs which are falsenegatives. The following paragraphs describe each step of this phase in detail.
Cost-Matrix Clean-up Particularly in the early iterations, the similarity matrices produced by our neural network contain a lot of false predictions, since it is not yet fully adapted for the task. These errors exhibit a low-rank structure, because any frame that is not correctly embedded is likely to corrupt an entire column (or row) of the similarity matrix, see top-row of Figure 3 . Additionally, some of the pairs are, indeed, rather similar although we would actually like to treat them as different. For example, many journeys through rural areas with little information but crop fields on both sides of the road appear extremely similar. We remove those correlation effects by subtracting a lowrank matrix approximation
The result is illustrated in the mid-row of Figure 3 using rank r = 5. The random-projection method [32] based on the JohnsonLindenstrauss lemma [11] for approximating the low-rank matrix is sufficient in our case. Abusing notation we further denote the de-correlated cost matrix C ′ as C.
Finding a matching tour The only missing step for aligning a video pair is to find a plausible path through its respective de-correlated cost matrix. Intuitively, this is a collection of consecutive frame-pairs of minimal matching costs, which can be found formulating this as a shortestpath problem inside the cost matrix. But directly applying algorithms like Dijkstra's path finding algorithm fail, because they assume knowledge about start-and end-points of a path as well as dense and reliable information over the entire matrix.
We neither know the start-and end-point in contrast to [33] nor can guarantee that there is a path through the entire cost matrix, e.g. consider a different sub-tours. This forces a flexible handling of non-matching regions without corrupting the entire path when searching for the global optimum over the entire matrix.
Therefore, we partition the coarse cost matrix C (containing information about each 10-th frame) along one time dimension into multiple overlapping column-stripes C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n (see Figure 5 ) each containing 90 seconds of the video.
Local tours within stripes Let us consider such a single stripe C k . Introducing an artificial start node with zero costs to the left, enables almost complete freedom regarding the location of each match within one stripe. Further, this allows us to treat each stripe individually removing cases of imprecise transitions between stripes. For the final extraction we remove path parts from the overlap -taking all information but the overlap-as Dijkstra tends to deviate from the correct path near the borders of the stripe. We apply a regularized Dijkstra's algorithm from S t to S t+1 by only allowing three directions: downwards, rightwards and a diagonal bottom-right step basically preventing reverse playback of videos. Each possible path P t = (S t , p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n , S t+1 ) has associated matching costs defined as
where c(p) is equivalent to an entry c ab in the cost matrix C for the frame-pair p = (a, b). In practice, we use λ(x) := x 8 to add a higher penalty for non-matching frame pairs, which improves the found path solutions.
Combine local tours to a global matching tour As a robust global matching tour does not necessarily span through the entire cost matrix, e.g. consider video pairs with detours, Figure 5 . Given a cost matrix C, we split up one video by dividing the cost matrix into overlapping stripes C0, C1, . . .. Each entry in C represents the similarity of the corresponding frame-pair. Finding the local shortest path in each stripe independently and testing the global plausibility by overlaying them together, we obtain reliable matching tour for synchronizing video a and b. Figure 6 . Although, these frame-pairs look indeed very similar, we would like to treat them as non-matching frames during the learning phase.
we reject local stripes which cannot be connected to any neighboring stripes with a tolerance of up to two seconds. This tolerance accounts for the fact that we currently only consider coarse information (each 10-th frame). Further, applying Dijkstra's algorithm to each stripe individually might generate local paths of minimum costs, which are not necessarily a matching tour -there does not have to be such a matching tour at all. We therefore, reject single matches (x, y) ∈ P from the global matching tour, if an alternative frame-pair p ′ = (x ± ε, y), (x, y ± ε) does not have significant higher associated costs than p, i.e. c(p ′ ) > 
Sampling Training Data
As processing all frame-pairs is infeasible, it is important to sample "helpful" training pairs. The quality of the training data has an extensive impact on the success of any machine learning algorithm. Too simple training samples (like solely consecutive frames for positive pairs) would allow the neural network to "cheat", i.e. learning Euclidean distance of the frame pixels between x and y without good generalization. On the other hand, in order to generate highly diverse training samples, one would either need a fully trained neural network or labeled data. In addition, also humans might fail to judge similarity on "hard-negatives", some of them are collected in Figure 6 .
To gather training data of more complexity we collect frame-pairs of increasing difficultly over each iteration:
Iteration 0: intra-video sampling of nearby frames to fine-tune vanilla ResNet-50 Iteration 1: inter-video sampling of frames from matching tours for further training Iteration 2+: transitive inter-video sampling of frames from matching tours and propagation tours between videos
Inter-Video sampling For each positive frame-pair (a, p) we mix two random negatives and two hard negatives, i.e. frame-pairs with low matching costs which do not lie on the path. This sampling procedure is applied along the current column and row in the cost matrix C independently to gather balanced negatives from both videos and hide i/o latency when loading video pairs. To get reasonable mixing properties of the training data we employ a queue-buffer. This allows us to generate samples on-the-fly from videopairs given a pre-computed matching tour as described in the previous paragraph.
Transitive-sampling To add more complexity, we use the transitivity property of the equivalence relation ∼ "have a matching tour" between videos. This allows us to sparsely sample video-pairs and to propagate matching across equivalence classes v/∼ for any video v gaining more positive matching frames between w 1 , w 2 ∈ v/∼. Hence, any two videos a, b ∈ v/∼ have a matching tour with v, so we can use the transitivity to directly get the matching tour or at least matching frames between a and b without directly computing matches between w 1 and w 2 .
Final Alignment of Videos
So far, we only considered each 10-th frame during training. It is necessary to use the full temporal resolution of the cost matrix during the actual alignment step preventing visual miss-alignments due to interpolation artifacts. We therefore use a coarse-to-fine approach and only compute entries ofC at finer resolution if they are near a matching tour in the coarse cost matrix C. The global matching tour is split into chunks of the same size. For each chunk, we compute all frame distances. As the start and end point of the matching tour through a single box is known, we directly apply Dijkstra without further modifications. A linear playback of one video would cause jumps in any (perfectly) synchronized video, consider a scene when waiting at the traffic light. To account for visually pleasing video playback, we smooth the matching tour along both time dimension using Kalman filters with the additional constraint to not revert the time line of a single video.
Evaluation
The following results and timings are obtained on a single workstation 2 with an Nvidia Titan X GPU. We demonstrate the robustness on aligning a couple of challenging scenes. To evaluate our method despite missing ground truth, we compare our convnet prediction of similarity to [13, 14] and the SIFT-based histogram matching from [33] .
Timings and memory consumptions
The usage of a neural network compares favorably to a local-feature-based approach concerning the run time and storage requirements. With a relative small footprint of 102 MB to store the network weights it can process 140 frames per second during the embedding procedure. When only considering each 10-th frame of a single video with length 35 minutes, the embedding procedure therefore takes 45 seconds in total when reading directly from the lowresolution version of the plain video file. This allows us to efficiently compute new embeddings of the entire dataset of 260 hours video content for the training procedure within less than an hour using 12 GPUs.
The path detection and extraction procedure to produce coarse paths on unseen video-pairs with 35 minutes content length takes two seconds given the embeddings. This splits into pairwise-distance computation (1071 ms, gpu), decorrelation (352 ms, gpu) and path detection (405 ms, cpu) including rejection test of each candidate frame-pair. Computing a high-resolution matching tour of 35 minutes length for a final alignment takes 6 seconds in total due to multiple runs of the path finding procedure on each single frameembedding. This gives a speed-up factor of at least 300 compared to [33, 13, 14] . So far ours is the first approach enabling large-scale interactive applications. See the supplementary video for such an interactive demo.
What is the network looking for?
When aligning videos, the network has to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant data such as traffic and road lanes as the latter only depend on the time of the video aquisition and visibility conditions influenced by the weather. To visualize which input information are used inside the neural network for a particular prediction, we compute saliency maps using guided-ReLU [28] . Informally, it computes the gradient information of the network output wrt. to the input images holding all weights fixed. This gives clues which pixel information in the input image have large impact on the network prediction. Compared to the vanilla ResNet-50 our trained model obviously learned to ignore irrelevant information like traffic, see Figure 7 . Instead it focuses on the shape of the horizont and vegetation of the environment. This is not possible by previous methods [3, 26, 33, 13, 14] depicted in the lower row of Figure 7 .
Robustness
We sampled multiple videos with videos months apart having a matching tour detected by our algorithm. The videos from the dataset are split into training and validation set. We depicted the corresponding frame-pairs in Figure 8 Figure 9 . Although, there should be a matching tour through the entire video snippet, it is not possible to align both videos using SIFT features [33] . Rows a and b show a few random frames from each video taken in September 2012 and February 2013 respectively. Our network was able to learn similarities even between these videos. The cost matrix in our approach contains reasonable information for most frames. Figure 10 . The left frame was captured in November 2012 and right frame in March 2013 after tree felling works. These kinds of difference cause high matching costs of the found tour in our approach and can only be resolved by employing temporal consistency assumptions.
approach even allows for synchronizing video captured 5 months apart. See Figure 9 and the supplemental material on how the cost matrix improves during training. Since the dataset is collected over multiple months human interventions into the environment may miss-lead the network predictions and can only be resolved by using temporal consistency. Figure 10 show such an example before and after tree felling works.
Limitations
Despite its good performance, our approach is subject to a number of limitations. Ignoring the high-res input drops discriminative local information and probably results in less accurate estimation of the similarity function. This could be optimized by experimenting with different neural network architectures or attention techniques [35, 36] . Since the local information plays an important role in the accuracy of the system, it could benefit from integrating the dimension- Figure 11 . Both frames shows exactly the same content (manually adjusted). Currently, our network fails to align the night-version properly to any matching day-version video.
ality reduction, currently done in pre-processing, directly into the network. Currently, it is not possible to align videos taken at night to daylight videos lacking important information, see Figure 11 . Inserting Spatial Transformer Network Layers [17] which also facilitates optical flow estimation could account for spatial displacement between matching frames caused by the current acquisition method. Recently proposed methods like [18] can be included to also directly learn spatial alignments. While, we apply Kalman filtering to smooth the matching tours, one might formulate this as a discrete optimization problem to include the produced matching costs by the neural network.
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a novel combination of deep neural networks and path finding algorithms for synchronizing videos by directly approximating the similarity of frame-pairs using a deep convolutional neural network. To improved extraction of the correct matching tour along the resulting similarity matrices we proposed a pre-processing of these cost matrices and a regularized version of Dijkstra's algorithm on cost-stripes to satisfy time constraints. Our method relies on an iterative scheme to automatically gather new labels without any manual annotations. The system verifies temporal consistency of predictions to create newly labeled training data. Utilizing the transitivity of matching tours between multiple video-pairs increases the complexity of the input data gradually and allows us to robustly synchronize videos months apart under different weather conditions and vegetation.
The system opens up several exciting directions for future research, e.g. label-transfer between densely annotated videos-frames and automatically synchronized videos with different appearances. Hence, the labeling-procedure can be done in shorter time and for less costs.
